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PROPERTIES
State: Liquid
Appearance: Clear
Color: Colorless
Viscosity: Thick
Chlorinated: No
Dilutable: No
Weight: 8.85 lbs/gal
Rinsable: Yes
Organic: Yes
Boiling Point: 396°F
Solubility in Water: Moderate 
Evaporation Rate: (Butyl acetate = 1) 
<0.01

DIRECTIONS
1. Shake container well and pour liquid into another container. Glass, approved HDPE plas-
tics, or stainless would be most preferable.
2. With a brush or approved sprayer, apply a liberal coat of stripper (approx. 1/8" thick) to
the item being stripped. If using a brush, brush in one direction only and try not to over-
brush the area.
3. Depending on the nature and age of the coating, results may be visible from 30 seconds
to 25 minutes. We suggest picking a small area to test strip (1-2 sq. ft.) to determine the
dwell time required to finish the job. Do not allow the stripper to dry out. If this occurs, re-
apply more stripper and watch more closely.
4. With a scraper or power washer, romove the coating’s remnants and dispose of properly.
Please refer the MSDS to your local waste company to decide how this can be done. A
water-rinse will neutralize the stripper. Some people, however, like to rinse with another
solvent or lacquer thinner depending on the job. If recoating the surface, allow at leat 48
hours for the solvents to evaporate and test a small area before coating the entire surface.

Comments or Questions?
Call Toll-Free

(844)266-4600
· Ideal for jobs in occupied
areas or with strict
environmental standards

· approx. 135 sq. ft./gal

  Soy Strip

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Soy Strip, a soy based paint remover, is a fast, professional grade alternative to 
methylene chloride-based paint removers. This product will remove lead paint, 
acrylics, lacquers, polyurethanes, and epoxies from multiple surfaces including metal. 
The gel consistency is excellent for clinging to vertical surfaces and works on several 
layers without odor and can be easily cleaned with water.

(314)266-4600
(844)266-4600

www.MasticRemover.com
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